
Goals of 
Communication



Elements of Communication

Some of the basic elements of communication, viz. 
Language, Proficiency in Language, Accent, 
Vocabulary, Eye Contact, Smile, Voice modulation, 
Pitch/Tone, Pace, Body Language and/or Gestures, 
Clarity and Confidence takes the fore front when we 
teach and learn communication.

Is this all? Answer is No. What gets discounted in the 
bargain is the core elements of communication, 
which are Pause and Active Listening etc. 
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Pause

Pause is a potent tool in communication and influence. It 
gives the communicator the opportunity to gain attention and 
feedback. At the same time, it gives listener the time to 
process the information in his ‘map of the world’. Pause 
brings in clarity in what you are saying.

Many a times we make the mistake of reciting conversations 
as quickly as possible, without stopping, as though we have 
memorised the whole stuff. An expert communicator knows 
to pause periodically to give the listener time to “catch up,” 
and to let the meaning of what he or she is saying sink in.  
Often, listeners need time to scan their memory to see 
where, what is said, fits or doesn’t fit in their map of the 
world.
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Think of a stand-up comedy show. The comedian gives  time for 
the audience to understand the joke and laugh at it. Without 
rushing to the next one. Or, think of a Politician speaking, he or 
she will deliberately create ample opportunities for people to 
clap and cheer. Isn’t it? Pause is extremely important and 
attracts a lot of attention.

Pause. After you have asked a question. After you have told 
something very important. Or simply to give time for the 
information to be comprehended and assimilated. A Pause also 
builds anticipation, and gets people wondering, “What’s coming 
next?” 

Pause

If you want to get across your message ‘Right’? Then Pause!
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Active Listening 

Active listening, is listening by paying attention to all 
the 5 senses. Visual, Auditory, Kinaesthetic, 
Olfactory, and Gustatory. As well as giving full 
attention to the speaker, it is important that the 
‘active listener’ is also ‘seen’ to be listening -
otherwise the speaker may conclude that what they 
are talking about is uninteresting to the listener.

Communication is by the way, not just up-skilling 
yourself on how and when and what to speak. It’s 
more importantly what and how you listen. And the 
ability to comprehend and respond thoughtfully. 
Show empathy. Being considerate. Encourage the 
speaker to express to the fullest. 
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Feedback

Feedback, individuals do not learn from their 
experience. They learn from bringing out the 
essential patterns of purposes, motives and 
behaviour in a situation where they can receive-back 
clear and accurate information about their relevance 
and effectiveness of their behaviour. What is called 
as a feedback.

They need a feedback system, which continuously 
operates so that they can change and correct what is 
not working for them or what is inappropriate. 
Applies to ourselves too.

In fact, feedback is the evidence that you are listening. 
Nodding your head, maintaining eye contact, making 
notes, questioning, summarizing etc.
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Owning Thoughts & Feelings 

Effective communication occurs when the communicator takes 
the responsibility for their thoughts, feeling and overt Behaviour, 
when you own what you do. Blaming, imputing motives, claiming 
that “the devil made you do it” are sneaky, dishonest attempts to 
be irresponsible. When you own your thoughts and feeling, the 
other person knows where you are and can respond more 
authentically to you.

You are entitled to have thoughts and feelings in your 
interpersonal environment. Being aware of them and 
difference between them can improve your 
communication. 
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Paraphrasing or summarizing is an easy technique to 
communicate what is understood and paves way to continue the 
conversation or bring it to an effective conclusion. Often great 
listeners have the knack of making this ultra-effective in a way 
that proves as an enriching experience for the speaker. 

Questioning & Paraphrasing

Questioning is another way of showcasing active listening. 
Questioning helps the listener clarify on the topic being 
discussed. Also, helps build curiosity during the 
conversation. It’s also an effective way of reinforcing the 
interest in the discussion.
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Here’s the link for a short video of Andre Agassi talking on 
how he beat Boris Becker. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3woPuCIk_d8

Observation & Active listening  

Observation is the key in active listening. Paying attention 
to the finer aspects of sensory experience of the speaker is 
extremely important. As they say ‘It’s the little difference 
that makes the difference’. A master musician can 
recognize the quality of a singer, because he is paying 
attention to all aspects of the signer’s performance. A 
sportsperson can recognize the game of the opponent, 
since he is very closely watching his opponent’s every 
move on the field.

Active listening 

- Helps build connections and relationships.

- It almost every time helps build trust and rapport.

- Helps you identify and solve problems. Gives you an 
opportunity to look at problems critically and 
objectively.

- It is an effective means to improve curiosity, inquiry 
and exploration.

- An active listener seldom misses an important point 
in any conversation.
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Map of the World

The second goal of communication is to unpack 
your own map of the world. Discover your likes, 
dislikes, biases, prejudices, fears, and much more 
that create your map of the world.

All of us have our Unique Maps. Maps created by 
the process of Generalization, Deletion & Distortion. 
And our perceptions are filtered through our 
memories, mental state, upbringing, values, beliefs 
and attitudes. Maps are Unique because our filters 
(Generalization, Deletion and Distortion) are 
unique. 
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Since our Maps / Filters are unique. Two people can argue 
about the meaning of something simply because they see 
and perceive it differently. To be a successful communicator, 
something that you want to achieve in this course, it’s 
important to be able to understand and respect others 
views and perceptions; simply say ‘their map of the world’ 
or ‘Mental Map’.

Observation and active listening (discussed above) will 
broaden and improve your own mental maps. By 
working from within the other person’s mental map, 
your influence over him/her will increase simply 
because there will be more connection and he/she will 
be more interested in what you say. This also develops 
your sense of flexibility, so that you can relate to and 
communicate to others’ maps effectively.
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Imagine driving on a Highway Road. In a span of 10 minutes, you 
come across signboards, shops, trees, animals, zillion cars ahead 
of you or running on the opposite side. Do you really remember 
all of that when you stop the car? Answer is a No. most of them 
gets Deleted.

What is selectively retained, get our focus. And what is focused, 
expands. Deletion occurs when we selectively pay attention to 
certain aspects of our experience and not others. We then 
overlook or omit others. Without deletion, we would be faced 
with too much information to handle with our conscious mind.

Then what happened to millions of bits of information that meets 
your five senses? Our brain can process 7 + or – 2 bits per second. 
Everything else gets deleted.
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Distortions are not just, meanings we create; over a period of 
time it becomes part of our belief system, culture and more. It 
defines how we take actions and do our behaviors. 

Distortion is the meaning we create with the information we 
have retained or what is consciously deleted. We make shifts 
in our experience of sensory data by making 
misrepresentations of reality or creating your own meaning.

Misrepresentations necessarily does not mean bad, not even 
good. In the eastern culture, Cow is treated as god. This makes 
the communities who believe in this, give the animal a 
preferential treatment. Even age-old rituals and customs are 
built around the meaning given.  
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Generalization is a process of drawing universal conclusions 
based on our one or two experiences. At its best, 
generalization is one of the ways that we learn, by taking the 
information we have and drawing broad conclusions about 
the meaning of the effect of those conclusions. 

Generalisation gives us speed. Helps us take quick decisions. 
When we generalize, we reduce the amount of information 
we need to deal with by putting things in category. While 
generalization gives speed, it may not help you in looking at 
things differently; forcing you to build pre-conceived notions 
or prejudices. 

Men are strong, women are week. This 
generalization restricts you from see 
men and women around you differently 
and operate with them in a different 
way.
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Filters Healthy Unhealthy

Deletion

Reading with Music 
ON.

Meditation.

A sportsperson paying 
attention to the game 
in a huge audience 
packed stadium.

A student believing 
that he is targeted by 
the teacher.

Focussing on only 
negative qualities of a 
friend / partner.

Discounting the 
learning from a failed 
experience.

Distortion

Fantasy Imagination & 
Dreams.

Failure is the stepping 
stone of success.

Because I was born 
poor, I will definitely 
die rich.

Fearing the 
nightmares.

Failure is the way to 
stop telling yourself, 
stop trying.

Because I was born 
poor, I should die poor.

Generalization

People around the 
world are always good 
and welcoming.

If I can win in sports, I 
can win in life.

Everyone loves and 
respect me.

People around the 
world are strange and 
unwelcoming.

If I have failed in one 
subject, I will fail in 
others too.

No one loves and 
respect me.
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Action Triangle

The real goal of communication is to propel action. 
Within self and with others.

Impact

Communication can be checked on its 
qualitative aspects by simply noticing what is 
the impact it created on the listener. Was the 
impact real or superficial? Did the impact align 
with the listener’s map of the world? Is the 
impact encompassed with embedded 
suggestions? Is it going to create a mental shift 
for the listener? Has the values or beliefs re-
programmed for listener? Is the listener 
challenged in any ways, positively? 
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Trust

Our life revolves around meeting new people, 
making new relationships while maintaining 
the existing ones. We maximize our outputs 
with limited network of people we know. Our 
personal and professional outcomes are based 
on how we deal with people, and how people 
deal back with us.

Personal outcomes like peace of mind, sense 
of security, love, gratitude, belongingness, 
emotional dependency, etc. And professional 
outcomes like fame, name, money, 
recognition, social status etc. are achieved by 
the level and strength of trust we have with 
people around us. Coherence in our actions 
and consistency in our communication build 
bridges. Builds Trust.

Impact, by the way, is how your 
listener has experienced your 
communication. And what it has 
exactly done to his/her map of the 
world.
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Influence

As wise men say “Influence or get influenced”. In any 
conversation, personal or professional, we constantly influence 
people around us. At the same time get influenced. Influence is 
acceptance, agreement, alignment to what is told to our unique 
maps and filters.
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No successful communication can go without 
influence!

Influence perhaps is the first step in building trust 
and rapport. It is also the driver for propelling 
actions. 

Kids at home are constantly getting influenced by 
parents, whether they are spoken to or not. They 
overhear conversations, watch us in action. This 
bring us to an important aspect of communication.

“We cannot not communicate; we are always 
communicating”. So, it’s not just the people with 
whom we are communicating directly, even the 
bystanders are getting impacted and influenced by 
our communication.
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Who We Are

There may be things you aspire to do, be or achieve, 
but how to get there? Like the white Himalayan bird 
lives in flight, puts wind beneath its wings and starts 
flying, we will work with you to help you touch 
limitless skies of success. Ours is an idea that 
celebrate the success of all those who are born in 
flight.

Its time to reclaim your treasure so you can share 
your gifts with the world. Together we will uncover 
the answers to the challenges of life. We will help 
you to know and understand yourself deeper from 
the inside out.

Born In Flight is a global people and performance 
transformation company providing expertise in the 
area of Human Development and Growth since 
2014. Born In Flight is dedicated to support you in 
creating sustainable success in your 
career/enterprise. Head-quartered at Bangalore, 
India, Born In Flight has strong presence in over 7 
cities across India.
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Meet Prakash Rao

Prakash Rao is an International NLP Trainer & an Executive Coach, a highly 
sought-after instructor, a Sales Development & Behavioral Specialist, and a 
successful Serial Entrepreneur.
As an established Coach & Facilitator in Talent Transformation, Prakash Rao 
is sought after in India & South Asia in the field of Applied Behavioral 
Sciences.
Prakash Rao is both a Coach and Practitioner of Business Principles and 
Strategies. That makes his coaching techniques so powerful; it is already 
been tried and tested by Prakash Rao himself.

With over 18 years of experience as a Coach & Facilitator, Prakash Rao has 
coached and mentored leaders and managers who have engaged in 
forming a ‘cult’ way of defining and achieving outcomes for themselves 
and others.
After delivering hundreds of live trainings around the globe, his coaching 
methods and online trainings have reached over 50,000 people from 18 
countries.
His motto is to help people change, achieve breakthroughs and effect 
transformations in revolutionary ways.
High-end expertise in putting NLP at work in the areas of Sales 
Development, Leadership Development, Communication Excellence, 
Executive & Life Coaching, Customer Service, Trainer’s Development, 
Culture & Values, Change Management, Etc.

Have extended expertise in working with SMEs for business 
transformation, Corporate Leaders for productivity enhancement & 
people management, Business Leaders for Identity crisis and work-life 
peace. Addresses finer aspects of emotions to overcome fear, phobia, 
limiting beliefs to achieve change and breakthroughs.

Has coached more than 700 clients in the last 7+ years in the areas of 
personal & professional transformation and peak performance.
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Born In Flight

promotions@borninflight.com

www.borninflight.com


